Introduction.
In a recent publication Pervin and Sieber [2] left open the question of whether or not a quasi uniform space had a completion using their definitions. It is the purpose of this paper to answer this question.
The following definitions are as given by Pervin and Sieber [2 ] . 1.1. Definition. A filter J in a quasi uniform space (X, clt) converges to a point xEX if and only if for each Z/G'U, U(x)E'S-1.2. Definition. A filter J in a quasi uniform space (X, It) is Cauchy if and only for each [/Git there is xEX such that U(x)E^-1.3. Definition.
A quasi uniform space (X, It) is complete if and only if each Cauchy filter in X converges to a point of X.
A function/ from a quasi uniform space (X, cll) to a quasi uniform space (Y, V) is quasi uniformly continuous relative to It and "U if and only if for each VE'O the set {(x, y): (/(x),/(y))£T>} £11. / is a quasi uniform isomorphism if and only if / is one-to-one onto Y and /_1 is quasi uniformly continuous. A quasi uniform space (X, It) can be embedded in a quasi uniform space (Y, V) when there exists a quasi uniform isomorphism from (X, V) onto a subspace of (Y, V). These definitions are the same as those given in [3] .
1.4. Definition. A quasi uniform space (X, It) has a completion if and only if (X, It) can be embedded in a complete quasi uniform space (X*, It*) in such a way that A" is a dense subset of X*. Every quasi pseudometric space (X, d) has a completion (X*, d*) which is a quasi pseudometric space.
Proof. We may and do assume that d(x, y) g 1 for all x, yEX. Let X = {x: x = {xn: n E N} is a sequence in X}. d:XXX->R: < .) { .
{dix, y) = lim inf lim sup dixn, ym) otherwise.
n m (a) Lemma. Suppose y is not a subsequence of x. If dix, y) <S then for each K>0 there exists ke^K and Lik0) such that for j^.Lik0), dixk0, y,)<b. On the other hand if for each K>0 there is k0^K and Lika) such that dixk0, y3) <o whenever j^Lik0) then dix, ;y)=5.
Proof. Suppose dix, y) <5. Now dix, y)-lim inf" lim supm dixn, ym) = TJ. Now IKS implies for every i£<0 there exists koH^K such that lim supm dixko, ym) = TJ' <S. TJ' <o implies there exists Lik0) such that for j^Liko), dixko, y,) <8. So we have the first part of the lemma.
On the other hand suppose for each i£>0 there exists kostK and Lik0) such that for j^Lik0), dixkl>, y,)>o. Hence lim supm dixM, ym) S& since lor j7zLiko),dixk[1, y,) <S. Butnowinfjfci."fimsup,na'(x*, ym) ^S for any k so sup" inft£" lim supm dixk, ym) =lim inf" lim supm dix", ym) (b) Lemma, d is a quasi pseudometric for X.
Proof. Clearly dix, x)=0 for all xEX. Let x, y, zEX. To show that dix, y)^di%, z)+d~iz, y) there are four cases to consider: Case 1. y is a subsequence of x.
In this case dix, y)=Q^dix, z)+<J(z, y). there is nv>,P and LinPo)=Lip0) such that diXnrt, y3) <J(z, y) +8/2 for all jS; L(«""). So by Lemma (a) dix, y)g,diz, y) + 5/2 <dix, y), a contradiction. So dix, y) S&ix, z)+diz, y). Case 3. y is a subsequence of z and y is not a subsequence of x. In this case J(z, y)=0. Suppose dix, z) < J(x, y). Let 5 = rf(x, y) -dix, z). Now dix, z) <dix, z)+5/2.
So for each P>0 there is po^P and Lipo) such that dixPo, z,)<dix, z)+S/2 for all j^L(p0).
However y is a subsequence of z. So yk = Zjk. Now for jk^Lipo), dixP(l, Zjk)=dixP0, yk) <dix, z)+S/2. Let L'ipo) be the smallest integer such that j'l(P0) ^Lipo). Thus for each P>0 there is Po^P and L'ipo) such that dixPo, yk) <dix, z)+S/2 for all k^L'ipo). So J(x, y)^J(*, z)
+ 5/2<J(x, $>), a contradiction. So dix, y)^dix, z)+diz, y).
Case 4. z is not a subsequence of x, y is not a subsequence of z and y is not a subsequence of x. (1) Z7i< t7i-r-5/2 implies there exists k0^K and L(k0) such that for j^L(k0), d(xka, Zj)<Ui+8/2.
(2) U2< U2-\-8/2 implies there exists jo^L(k0) and L(jo) such that for s^L(j0), d(zi0, y.) < Ui+8/2. 
Proposition.
A closed subspace of a complete quasi uni/orm space is complete.
Let (X*, aia) be a quasi uni/orm space /or each a in an index set fl. Let X aea {Xa} = A" and let the product quasi uni-/ormity be CU. Then (X, CU) is complete i/ and only i/ (Xa, 1la) is complete/or each aE&. Proof. By a theorem in [3] we have that iX, It) can be embedded in a product of quasi pseudometric space X {iXa, da):aE^}. We may and do assume a"a(xa, ya)^=l for all xa, yaEXa and for each aEQ-Each space iXa, da) has a completion iX*, d*). Clearly (X, It) can be embedded in X {iX*, da): a£Q}. Let X* be the closure of X in X {iXa, da): «G0}. Let 11*= { UDX*XX*: U is a member of the product quasi uniformity for X {X*: aE&}}. From Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 it follows that (X*, 11*) is a completion for (X, ll).
